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あらまし オーバーレイネットワークによって、エンドホストがトラヒックの経路選択を行うことができる状況が登

場しつつある。最適経路の選択を可能にするためには、オーバーレイノードが経路の帯域情報を知る必要がある。本

稿では、各オーバーレイノードで分散的に動作する帯域情報収集システム ImSystemを提案する。ImSystemはデータ

転送のために用いられている TCPコネクションを用いた計測、いわゆるインラインネットワーク計測を利用すること

により、帯域計測用のトラヒックを減少させる。そのため、帯域情報収集のためにネットワークへ与える負荷が小さ

いという特長を持つ。さらに、ImSystemをベースに、計測用のトラヒックが互いに重ならないように計測タイミング

を調整する ImSystemPlusを提案する。シミュレーション評価結果により、提案システムが常に最新の帯域情報を高い

精度で把握することが可能であり、かつ、ネットワークへ与える影響が少ないことを示す。また、オーバレイネット

ワーク上のトラヒック量が少ない場合においても、提案システムがそれを有効に利用し、計測用トラヒックを大幅に

減らすことができることを明らかにする。
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Abstract To optimize the overlay route selections, overlay nodes require end-to-end bandwidth information of the paths

between the overlay nodes. In the present paper, we introduce ImSystem, a distributed system installed in the overlay end

hosts. ImSystem infers real-time information concerning the available bandwidth of all of the paths in the overlay networks,

using a technique called inline network measurement. The key concept in ImSystem is that, when the overlay hosts transmit

overlay traffic, they deploy the traffic to perform inline network measurements and exchange results with each other. ImSystem

performs supplemental active measurements only when overlay traffic is insufficient for inline measurements, and therefore

injects very little probe traffic onto the network. In addition, we enhance the system to ImSystemPlus, in which conflicts of

the supplemental active measurements are greatly reduced, providing that the IP network topology is known. The simulation

results show that the proposed systems have the same accuracy as that when all paths are measured by active measurements,

while using only a small amount of probe traffic.
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1. Introduction

Overlay networks such as RON [1] have been proposed as a way
to improve Internet routing, due to quickly detecting and recovering
from path outages and periods of degraded performance. Overlay
networks are deployed on end-hosts running the overlay protocol
software without the cooperation of the core of the network. The
end-hosts (overlay nodes) are in charge of routing the overlay traf-
fic. That is, they control the sequence of the overlay nodes that the
traffic traverses before reaching its destination. Thus, the network
end-hosts should collect network resource information in order to
form an overall view of the entire network so as to optimize the path
selection. Some metrics of IP network resources are propagation de-
lay, packet loss ratio, capacity, and available bandwidth. When the
overlay network obtains sufficient information, the path selection is
good, and, in time, the performance of the overlay network can be
greatly improved.

We focus on the task of monitoring an important metric of IP
network resources: the end-to-end available bandwidth. For rout-
ing in the overlay network, the fluctuation of bandwidth should be
reported in small time scales. Therefore, the measurement tasks
should be performed periodically in short intervals. However, mea-
suring the available bandwidth of N2 paths of a network, where
N is the number of network nodes, requires a great deal of probe
traffic. A number of studies [2-4] have focused on reducing the
overhead. The methods proposed in these studies utilize the fact
that the network paths are overlapping, with the assumption that the
topology of the IP network is known. These methods carry out di-
rect measurements on some overlay paths and indirectly estimate
the bandwidth on the remained paths, deploying the measurement
results of other network paths. However, the advantage of topology
information appears to be limited because the amount of required
probe traffic is still large, for example, on the order of Nlog(N) [2,
3] or N [4].

In a previous study [5] we have introduced a new version of TCP,
called Inline measurement TCP (ImTCP). Like previous TCP ver-
sions, ImTCP can transmit data. However, ImTCP can also measure
the available bandwidth of the path followed by TCP packets. When
a sender transmits data packets, ImTCP first stores a group of up to
several packets in a queue and then subsequently forwards them at a
transmission rate determined by the measurement algorithm. Each
group of packets corresponds to a probe stream. Then, consider-
ing ACK packets as echoed packets, the ImTCP sender estimates
available bandwidth according to the algorithm. To minimize the
transmission delay caused by the packet store-and-forward process,
we introduce an algorithm that is similar to the round trip time-
out (RTO) calculation in TCP to regulate the packet storage time in
the queue. The simulation results in [5] show that ImTCP can yield
measurement results with relative errors smaller than 20% every few
RTTs without degrading transmission throughput.

In the present paper, we propose ImSystem, which infers the
available bandwidth of all of the overlay network paths in real
time. ImSystem utilizes the overlay traffic flows for measurement of
the available bandwidth, using inline network measurement. If the
transmission of overlay traffic occurs frequently, ImSystem works in
a completely silent fashion, sending no probe traffic to the network.
The ImSystem injects a small amount of probe traffic to the network
only when the overlay traffic is insufficient for obtaining up-to-date
information by inline measurement. We also enhance ImSystem to
ImSystemPlus. Under the assumption that the topology of the IP
network is known, ImSystemPlus predicts the conflicts of the active
measurements on the overlapping paths and delays some measure-
ments in order to reduce the number of conflicts. During the time
the active measurement in a path is delayed, the system estimates
the available bandwidth of the path using the bandwidth informa-
tion on other paths.

The simulation results show that the proposed systems can pro-
vide up-to-date bandwidth information of overlay network paths
while performing few additional active measurements. The pro-
posed systems send almost no probe traffic when the amount of
overlay traffic is sufficiently large.

2. Related study

Resilient Overlay Networks (RON) proposed in [1] monitors the
IP network by active measurements in fixed intervals. Every over-
lay host sends probe traffic for measurement of propagation delay
and packet loss to all other hosts in the network. From the measure-
ment results, the hosts estimate the throughput of data transmission
on the overlay paths. The overhead for the information collection
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図 1 Placement of ImSystem

is O(N2), where N is the number of overlay nodes. Therefore, [1]
also points out that RON can work only with 50 or fewer nodes. In
an effort to reduce the load of probe traffic on the network, [2] in-
troduces a system that infers the available bandwidth of N2 paths,
in which the measurement overhead is reduced to the order of
Nlog(N). In this case, the accuracy becomes 90% of that when
the measurements are performed on the full mesh. The method
requires topology information, which is inferred by network tools
such as traceroute. In addition, [3] deploys algebraic functions
to reduce the measurement overhead to O(Nlog(N)). However,
this requires a master node for managing all of the data processing.
BRoute [4] leverages the fact that most Internet bottlenecks are on
path edges as well as the fact that edges are shared by several dif-
ferent paths. BRoute then performs bandwidth measurements on a
number of paths using a hop-by-hop active measurement tool called
Pathneck and infers the bandwidth of the remaining paths using the
AS-level topology. In BRoute, the measurement overhead is further
reduced to the order of N . This method also requires a master node
with which to collect and process data from all hosts. The systems
proposed in the present paper do not require a master node with
which to manage the entire system. ImSystem and ImSystemPlus
can collect available bandwidth information with a much smaller
number of active measurements, compared to the system described
in [1-4].

3. ImSystem

3. 1 Overview
ImSystem is formed by software programs (called ImSystem pro-

grams) that are installed in overlay nodes. ImSystem is located be-
tween the overlay network and the IP network. ImSystem programs
collect the available bandwidth information of all overlay paths and
present this information to the overlay networks. ImSystem works
independent of the overlay network and can work with any overlay
routing algorithms.

Figure 1 shows the placement of ImSystem, as well as the its re-
lationships to the overlay network and IP networks. Each ImSystem
program collects the available bandwidth measurement results de-
livered by ImTCP senders located at the same host. ImSystem pro-
grams also observe the transmissions of the overlay host to decide
the time to perform active measurements, for the case in which there
are no transmissions for a long time. These programs exchange the
measurement results with each other so that every ImSystem pro-
gram has full information concerning all paths in the overlay net-
works. Next, we explain in detail the working of ImSystem pro-
grams.

3. 2 Performing inline network measurement
We assume that ImTCP is deployed in all overlay hosts so that in-

line network measurement can be performed in every TCP connec-
tion used in the transmission of overlay traffic, and ImTCP senders
pass all inline measurement results to the ImSystem program. Each
ImSystem program sends messages to exchanges the measurement
results with the ImSystem programs in other overlay hosts. The
message includes a 4-byte field showing the IDs of the paths. The
4-byte ID field is sufficient to distinguish all of the paths in a net-
work with as many as 1,000 nodes. Another 4-byte field shows the
measurement result of the available bandwidth on that path. By ex-
changing the 8-byte messages, every ImSystem program can collect
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the information of all paths in the overlay networks.
Inline measurement yields measurement results in small intervals

such as a number of RTTs. Therefore, if the ImSystem programs
exchange every results, the number of messages will be extremely
large. In order to decrease the number of exchange messages, Im-
System programs send the messages to report the measurement re-
sults only when they detect a change in the results. However, the
measurement results always fluctuate due to both the measurement
errors and actual changes in the available bandwidth. The problem
is how to determine which changes in the measurement results were
caused by real available bandwidth changes. Here, we introduce
Equation (1), as proposed in [6], for abrupt change detection.

gk = (1 − α)gk−1 + α(yk − µ)2, g0 = 0. (1)

In Equation (1), yk is the current inline measurement result, µ is
the mean of the K latest results, where K is the number of inline
measurement results yielded since the last message was sent. The
maximum value of K is set to 15 in the following simulation ex-
periments. In addition, gk is an indicator of an abrupt change at the
current sample, and α is the forgetting parameter, taking a value be-
tween 0 and 1. We set α to 0.5 and use a simple threshold rule as
follows. If gk is larger than the threshold (h), then we conclude that
an actual change has occurred, otherwise the assumption is that no
change occurred. Here, h is set to 120. This value is sufficient to
rule out all significant changes in approximately 100-Mbps network
paths. When an ImSystem program detects a change, it reports the
average of K results to other ImSystem programs via the messages.

3. 3 Suplemental active measurement
The start and stop of an overlay traffic flow is beyond the con-

trol of ImSystem. Therefore, there are cases in which there is no
overlay traffic on a certain path for a long time. During this period,
ImSystem cannot perform inline measurements and the information
concerning the available bandwidth of the path cannot be updated.
In such cases, ImSystem waits a short time for new overlay traf-
fic to arrive. The waiting time depends on how long the current
measurement results can maintain their accuracy when the network
environment changes with time. We refer to the time as the validity
term of the current result.

If there is no new overlay traffic during the validity term, Im-
System performs supplemental active measurements on that path
in order to update its available bandwidth information. The active
measurements are performed periodically in every T (s) intervals,
where T is the maximum length of the time that an active mea-
surement may take. Considering all of the existing measurement
tools, 15 s is thought to be a good value for T . Active measurement
tools can be Pathload [7] or any other end-to-end available band-
width measurement tool.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the validity term, in-
line measurements, and active measurements. Before t0, ImSystem
receives inline measurement results from the ImTCP connection.
Here, t0 is the time that the transmission of the overlay traffic stops,
and t1 − t0 is the validity term of the last inline measurement re-
sults yielded at t0. During this period, no transmission of overlay
traffic occurs. At t1, ImSystem starts active measurements. At t2,
a new overlay traffic transmission occurs. The active measurement
then stops, and ImSystem receives the bandwidth information from
ImTCP connection again.

We now consider the length of the validity term of the current
inline measurement result, which is yielded at t0 in Figure 2. The
validity term corresponds to how long the current measurement re-
sult can maintain its accuracy in the future environment. We con-
sider the measurement results delivered in the past as a time series
and predict the trend of the changes in the correct value of available
bandwidth in the future. By doing this, we can calculate the period
in which the current result remains valid.
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図 3 The accuracy of the previous result in the future environment

Here, we apply a model introduced in [8]:

Xt = mt + st + Yt,

where Xt is the time series of measurement results. In addition, mt

is the part that shows the trend of the time series and is set to a be
linear because the measurement intervals are short. In the case of
inline measurements, the intervals are a number of RTTs and the
term st shows the periodical changes. In a short period, st can be
considered as a linear change. In addition, Yt is an independent and
identically distributed random variable. Yt shows the random noise
of the measurements. We assume that Yt has a normal distribution
N(0, σ2).

We rewrite Xt as follows:

Xt = a0 + b0t + Yt,

where a0 and b0 are fixed values that can be calculated using the
integrated moving average method. Variance σ is also calculated
from the disparity in the trend and the measurement results.

In Figure 3, we assume that at the current time t0, ImSystem
sends messages to report the measurement result of A0. Based on
the measurement results just before t0, we determine the trend of
the changes in the available bandwidth of the path, as shown by the
line in the figure.

We next consider the timing t1 in the future. We examine the
probability that the real available bandwidth remains at approxi-
mately A0. This is the robability that the real available bandwidth
appears in [A0 − α, A0 + α], where α is 0.2A0, since study in [5]
shows that the relative errors of ImTCP measurement results are
within 20%. At this timing, the expected value of the measurement
result, A1, is:

A1 = a0 · t1 + b0.

We assume that the measurement results at the time t1 has the dis-
tribution N(A1, σ

2). Thus, the probability that the measurement
result falls in [A0 − α,A0 + α] is

qt1 =

∫ A0+α

A0−α

1√
2πσ

exp− (x− (a0 · t1 + b0))
2

2σ2
dx.

We assume that the measurement result A0 becomes invalid at the
time t1 if the probability qt1 falls below 1%. The validity term is
then calculated as t0 − t1 where t1 is the smallest solution of the
following inequality:∫ A0+α

A0−α

1√
2πσ

exp− (x − (a0 · t1 + b0))
2

2σ2
dx <= 0.01.

Thus, the validity term is long if the available bandwidth does
not change significantly. That is, a0 is approximately zero. Then,
ImSystem can save active measurements. On the other hand, if the
available bandwidth changes dramatically, ImSystem will perform
active measurements just after inline measurement to quickly up-
date the bandwidth information.

4. ImSystemPlus
ImSystem does not require the information about the topology of

the under-laying IP network. However inferring the information by
network tools such as traceroute is not a complicated job. In
the related studies [2-4], the information is assumed to be available.
Therefore, in this section, we examine how to improve ImSystem
when the IP network topology is known.
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4. 1 Overview
In ImSystem and other previously proposed systems[2-4], there

are the cases in which two or more overlapping paths are probed
by active measurements at the same time. The common character-
istic of the active measurement algorithms for available bandwidth
is that, they require the probe traffic to fill up the unused bandwidth
of the target path for some time. Therefore, in the case when the
overlapping part of the paths includes a tight link (a link in which
the unused bandwidth is smallest in the path), the probe packets
of two different measurements may conflict to each others, causing
degradation in measurement performance. In addition, the simul-
taneous transmission of probe traffic on the overlapping parts may
cause localized congestion in the networks.

The information about the topology of the IP network enables
ImSystem to overcome the problem mentioned above. That is, the
timing of supplemental active measurements is adjusted to avoid the
conflicts between the measurements on overlapping paths. ImSys-
tem with the new function is referred to as ImSystemPlus.

Unlike ImSystem, the ImSystemPlus program does not start ac-
tive measurements just after the alidity term of the current mea-
surement result of the path expires. Instead, the ImSystemPlus pro-
gram considers the timing of active measurements on other paths,
whether or not the they conflict with its measurement. In case there
is high probability of conflicts, the ImSystemPlus program delays
its measurement for a certain time. During the delay time, the Im-
SystemPlus program estimates the available bandwidth of the path
using the methods proposed in [2-4], instead of using the expired
measurement results. The estimation is based on the measurement
results on the overlapping paths, which are reported from ImSys-
temPlus programs locating on other nodes.

4. 2 Conflict avoidance for measurements
In ImSystemPlus, the messages that the hosts exchange with each

other have an additional 4-byte field, showing the time when the va-
lidity term expires. If the term expires without any new overlay
traffic transmission appearing on the correspondent path, ImSys-
temPlus program will perform active measurements to update the
result. Therefore, the ImSystemPlus program can know when the
programs on other hosts schedule the performance of their active
measurements. This time is referred to as the measurement time.

Figure 4 shows an example when the new measurement time of
Path b is too close (within T (s)) to that of Paths a and c. We as-
sume that Paths a and b, and b and c are overlapping, which means
that the paths share one or more links. The active measurements on
these paths will then come into conflict with each other.

To avoid probable conflicts on these paths, we propose a strat-
egy that moves the measurement time of Path b to the right side,
far away from that of Paths a and c. We consider the probability of
moving the measurement time of Path b k · T seconds to the right
side, where k = 0, 1, 2, ... To determine the probabilities, we con-
sider the followings:
• Active measurements on Paths a and c may not be performed

at the scheduled time due to the arrival of data transmission
on these paths. If this probability is high, the probability of
moving the measurement time of Path b should be low.

• If the overlapping parts of the Paths a and b, c and d are not
so large, then the conflict of the measurement may not cause
serious problems. In this case the probability of moving the
measurement time of Path b should be low. Next, we explain
how to calculate these probabilities.

4. 2. 1 Overlapping index
The degree to which two path overlaps each other is related to

the effect that the simultaneous measurement on the two paths may

have on the network. If the overlapping part is large, the conflict of
the measurements will have a worse effect on the network and its
performance. ImSystemPlus deploys the concept of path overlap-
ping introduced in [9].

Joint(a, b) =
Latency(G)

min(Latency(a), Latency(b))
.

Here, G is the overlapping part of Paths a and b. Latency()
shows the transmission delay of the entire network path or part of
the network path. Joint() is an index taking a value between 0 and
1, which indicates the degree to which the two paths overlap each
other.

4. 2. 2 Probability that a scheduled active measurement will be

performed
We model the arrivals of data transmission on each overlay path

as a Poisson process. The intervals between two arrivals then have
an exponential distribution, Ex(λ). The intervals between two ar-
rivals on Path x ( x is a, b, c ... ) has the distribution of Ex(λx),
where λx is calculated based on the transmission history of Path x.

Assume that the last measurement result of Path x is expired at
tx. An active measurement is scheduled to be performed at that
time. However, during the period from the current time t0 to tx, a
data transmission may arrive. In this case, the active measurement
scheduled at tx will not be performed. Due to the loss of the mem-
ory property of an exponential distribution, the probability that there
is no data transmission during the period from the current time t0

to tx is: Px = e−λx·(tx−t0) . This is also the probability that active
measurement is performed at tx.

4. 2. 3 Probability for moving measurement time
When the new measurement time ty of the measurement result

on Path y is decided, we examine other measurement times that are
approximately ty in order to determine if there is any probable con-
flict measurements. We calculate the sum (Q) of the probability of
the probable conflict measurements at approximately time ty, using
the joint() index as the parameter.

Q(ty) =

{
S(ty) S(ty) < 1

1 S(ty) >= 1

where

S(ty) =
∑

x;ty−T<tx<ty+T

Px · joint(x, y) (2)

The probability that we do not move the measurement time ty to
the right side is:

H0 = 1 − Q(ty)

Similarly, the probability that we set the measurement time of
Path y to ty + k · T is:

Hk·T =
∏

h=0..k−1

Q(ty + h · T ) · (1 − Q(ty + k · T ))

Here, k = 1, 2... Note that when k is sufficiently large, the
part Px of S(ty + k · T ) calculated in Equation (2) approaches
0 (because when tx is sufficiently large, the probability that there
is no data transmission in the period [t0, tx] approaches 0). Then,
Q(ty + kT ) = 0 and HhT with h > k will be 0. This means that
the measurement time cannot be delayed for a long time.

5. Simulation experiments

5. 1 Simulation setting
We perform flow-level simulations to evaluate the performance

of ImSystem and ImSystemPlus. The topology used for the simu-
lations is shown in Figure 5. There is a four-node overlay network
built upon an IP network. The parameters used in the simulation are
as follows.
• The capacity of the links in IP network: 100 Mbps.
• IP link propagation delay: 0.1 s.
• IP routing: Shortest paths.
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• Cross traffic on IP link: In addition to overlay flows, non-
overlay traffic also exists on the IP link, referred to as cross-
traffic. The rate of cross traffic at one link is uniformly dis-
tributed in [M−0.05M,M+0.05M ], where M is the average
rate, independent of the rate changes at other links. M changes
linearly with times as follows. After every second, M is in-
creased by b Mbps. When M reaches 60 Mbps, it is decreased
by b Mbps every second, until reaching 0 Mbps. M is then
increased by b Mbps every second, and so on. b is randomly
determined in the range [1, 50] Mbps. Only for the links on the
path between B and C, M is kept constant at 50 Mbps.

• Overlay traffic: Overlay flows at the overlay paths are gener-
ated according to a Poisson process with an average arrival rate
of F . All overlay paths have the same value of F .

• Overlay flow duration: exponential distribution with an aver-
age of 20 s.

• Overlay flow rate: uniformly distributed in the range [100
Kbps, 1 Mbps].

• Active measurement: The active measurement is assumed to
be Pathload.

– The time required for one active measurement is 10 s.
– Active measurement results are uniformly distributed in

[A−0.1A, A+0.1A], where A is the real available band-
width value.

– The active measurement rate is 250 Kbps. The setting
is based on the study results in [10] which show that
Pathload consumes at least 2.5 Mbps for one measure-
ment.

• The time required for one inline measurement is set to 1 s. In
fact, ImTCP can yield results in smaller intervals. We assume
that ImSystem takes an average of the measurement results ev-
ery second.

• Inline measurement results are uniformly distributed in [A +
0.2A, A − 0.2A], where A is the real available bandwidth
value. The relative error is calculated from the ImTCP sim-
ulation results in [5].

• Simulation time: 2000 s.

5. 2 Bandwidth information of ImSystem
Figure 6 shows the changes of the real available bandwidth in the

overlay path from host D to host B during 2000 s of the simulation.
In this case F is set to 0.2. The figure also shows how the ImSystem
program on the third host (host A) observes the bandwidth on this
path. In this case, since the bandwidth changes dramatically over
time, ImSystem updates the information frequently.

Similarly, Figure 7 shows how the ImSystem program on host
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A observer the available bandwidth of the path from B to C. The
real value of the available bandwidth is also shown. Since the non-
overlay traffic on the path is set at a constant 50 Mbps, the available
bandwidth of the path does not fluctuate significantly. Therefore, in
this case, we can see that ImSystem does not update the value very
often.

5. 3 Accuracy of bandwidth information and the amount of

probe traffic
For comparison, we also perform the simulations when the active

measurement results are periodically deployed in all overlay paths
at fixed intervals. The intervals are set to T and 2T , where T is the
maximum time for an active measurement to be performed. T is
set to 15 (s). For avoiding conflicts in the measurements, the nodes
start their measurements in random times. The average arrival rates
of the overlay traffic at all nodes (F ) are set to 0, 0.01, 0.05... as
shown in the horizontal axis of Figure 8.

Figure 8 shows the average relative errors between the bandwidth
information that host A collects and the real bandwidth values. The
points in the line “T” shows the average relative error when the ac-
tive measurements are performed every T (s). The length of the
error bar at each point shows the variance of the relative error of the
information on the paths. Similarly, the line “2T” shows the same
information about results when we set the measurement intervals to
2T (s). The lines “ImSystem” and “ImSystemPlus” show the rel-
ative errors when the proposed systems are deployed. The figure
shows that, when there is no overlay traffic, ImSystem has the same
error with that when active measurements perfomed in every T (s).
That is because in the case there is no overlay traffic, ImSystem also
performs active measurements on the paths in every T (s). On the
other hand, ImSystemPlus avoids the conflicting of measurements
so it sends to the network less probe traffic, and therefore the error
of the bandwidth information is a little larger than that of ImSystem.

When the arrival rate of overlay flows is about 0.01 or larger, the
two proposed systems use the inline measurement results and de-
crease a large amount of probe traffic, as can be seen in Figure 9.
The two proposed systems show their advantages when the arrival
rate of overlay flow becomes higher than 0.1. They both introduce
error smaller than when the paths are actively measured in T inter-
vals, while their probe traffic is only 1/8 or smaller. That is because
the proposed systems can perform inline measurement often in ev-
ery overlay paths. When the arrival rate of overlay flow comes to
0.3, the proposed systems almost do not use the active measure-
ments.
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図 9 Amount of probe traffic
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図 10 Amount of probe traffic that conflicts each others

5. 4 Conflicting probe traffic
We next examine the probe traffic that conflicts with the other

in the present simulations and calculate the amount of probe traffic
that shares one or more links with one or more other probe traf-
fic. The results are shown in Figure 10. ImSystemPlus successfully
reduces the amount of conflicting probe traffic, compared to ImSys-
tem. This is due to the function of detecting and avoiding conflicts
in measurement of ImSystemPlus. Note that for the case in which
the active measurements are periodically deployed in T or 2T inter-
vals, the measurements are performed at random times. However,
the conflict measurements in these case are still numerous.

5. 5 Number of exchange messages
The number of messages that the end-hosts use to exchange the

measurement results is shown in Figure 11. The proposed systems
require a number of messages that is four times greater than that
when active measurement is performed in T intervals. The reason
for this is that, the available bandwidths of most of the overlay paths
in this simulation fluctuate greatly, as shown in Figure 6, so that the
ImSystem and ImSystem programs send several messages to update
the bandwidth information. This results in small relative errors as
shown in Figure 8. The size of a message is only 8 bytes for Im-
System and 12 bytes for ImSystemPlus. Therefore, the load by the
traffic caused by the messages is far lower than the probe traffic of
active measurements performed in “T” and “2T” intervals. There-
fore, we can conclude that the proposed systems cause very little
load on network.

Finally we examine the number of messages that Host B sent to
update the bandwidth information of overlay path from Host B to
Host C. We show the results in Figure 12. In this path, the non-
overlay traffic fluctuates slightly around 50 Mbps. The changes in
the available bandwidth of this path, when F = 0.2, are shown in
Figure 7. In this case, ImSystem and ImSystemPlus programs send
fewer messages than in the case when active measurements are per-
formed in T and 2T intervals. Thus, when the available bandwidth
does not change significantly, the proposed systems adaptively de-
crease the number of messages.

6. Conclusions

In the present paper, we proposed ImSystem and ImSystemPlus,
systems that collect available bandwidth information of all end-to-
end paths in an overlay network. The proposed systems work based
on inline network measurements that work inside the active overlay
data flow. Therefore, these systems inject little probe traffic onto
the network while inferring the available bandwidth in a real-time
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図 11 Number of messages sent for all paths
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図 12 Number of messages sent for path B-C

fashion.
In the future, we intend to examine the implementation of the

proposed systems and evaluate their performance in real network
environments.
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